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Excitement Shows Up –
As we move into June 2020. Slowly, everything is becoming more ease,
with isolation lifting to allow larger groups. - Linda Reeves CF
Perth WA has been probably, the State who has had the least cases of the virus, and is
showing clear at the moment. Only a couple of weeks to go, if all is clear, until we can get
back to doing hands-on sessions and classes of amazing Bars Facelift, Body Processes,
Swaps and much more. Over all, I've found it a fun time to catch up and enjoy life more,
how about you?
I'm so excited to move forward, and I bet you guys are too. What else is possible? I
actually didn't stop working, as it has been a transition to the Magic of Online Classes
and Sessions.
How many of you have points of view about receiving online or hands-on? What if we
could choose to change our point of view, to shift, and allow what is available at the
time, with no judgement? How much more could we all really receive? Do you know it is
all energy, and always will be?
Anywhere you may have refused to receive online, and to prefer hands-on classes and
sessions, and decided to go without any bodywork over Covid time, will you let that
go? Everywhere you put that in place, all the excuses, and preferences, aligning and
agreeing and reacting and resisting to this, can we destroy and uncreate it all now
please? What if we can all have fun? Some of us have worked all the way through this

time and and others have chosen to improvise........ well, chosen to be and do different?
How cool is this, and what is the gift in all this for you, and the planet?
Not much longer guys,....... and in the mean-time what if we keep FRACKING the insanity
of the Corona virus Problem? ...... 123 123 123. How different is our future going to show
up, and you having a say in it?
_________________________________________________________________

The Clearing Statement
For those of you who are new to this, here is the Access® Clearing Statement for you to
check out. https://www.accessconsciousness.com/theclearingstatement
________________________________________________

How To Become Money Workbook Calls
Started 26th May – 7th July 2020
Channeled from RAZ - by Gary Douglas - Online with Linda
Who would like to join us?
You can purchase the recordings of
previous classes and join for the future
classes, if you would like. So much
clearing in each of the class of all your
points of view that you have bought
from family, friends, others and what
you decided that actually wasn't. What if
those points of view are all just lies and judgements that are stopping you having
money...... And I wonder what else we can uncover?
It's only $40 per week on each Tuesday & Thursday for 6.5 weeks. 13 x Calls @ $20
each, or $260 for all 13 calls. You can pay weekly (2 x calls for $40 ) or pay the full
amount ($260) in one go.
_______________________________________________________

Change Like Never Before - Clearing My Excuses
The month of May has been certainly different. It is also never what it has been in the
past. And of course, what if it will never be the same again?

How much has changed and for the better, even though there has been lots of problems
with some people. How many gifts have showed up for you? I know that there have
been plenty of amazing gifts showing up for me.
The month started out with my looking at getting to work on building my website that I
have been not able to complete. It is over 2 years with all the excuses in the world, and it
would be great to use the online way of business. I love the hands-on sessions and
Classes, and clearing so why not combine both as a greater income stream?
The vivacious Lauren Marie showed up with a membership for online business and I
jumped at it. To start, it was all double dutch. She then offered a 5 day challenge to get
our websites online and make a product to sell. So that is what I did. Crazy...... over 2
years and a bit of push and shove.... and BOOM!!!! No more excuses in 5 days – Done, not
perfect like I was working on. It’s out there now and I’m still working on the parts of it
……. The big thing is – it is published, can receive payments, has places for you to
subscribe and has lots of colour. Gratitude to Lauren Marie.
How many excuses do we all make to not move ahead and receive what we would love
in life? You may hear more about this one in a week or so. In the gist of it all, how many
excuses are you hanging on to, that if you didn't, would allow you to receive more than
you ever have before? Everything that is, will you destroy and uncreate it all? Good Bad
Right Wrong POC POD All9 Shorts Boys and Beyonds.
_________________________________________________

Choice Of Possibilities Class
Who else was online for the potent Choice of
Possibilities Class with Simone & Brendon?
Far out, fried to the max for three days, in a
class that's shifted lots for me, and many others. Wow,
this world is a changing. How many of you are still
fracking the insanities of the Coronavirus Problem? I
wonder what that may have shifted and changed?
Then straight in the 5 Day Challenge with Lauren
Marie at 6am the next morning, which ended up being
7 early mornings. How did I get so lucky? Simone and
Brendon are on Access® Website for more
classes. Add your text here. Edit to add dynamic
values like name, email and more.

MY WEBSITE - Challenges to create more!!!!
May has been an interesting month, especially now that we can go out again, only that the
1.5m social distancing is still in operation and we are all waiting patiently/not so patiently
until we can start hands-on processing again.
How much easier is it to Create online Classes? I
would say it is just different. What if you could
combine your hands-on and online business, what
could that create? How much fun can we all have with
this? A big thank you to all who have subscribed, and
to those who haven't, can you please subscribe NOW
to the new email or you may not be on the lists for
swaps, class info, Newsletter, etc.
Email: linda-faye@lindareevesperth.com
______________________________________________________________

Bars & Movies Gift & Receive
I love these nights where we all get our BARS run and have new people show up.
These nights, for those who are new, are for people who have
done a BARS Class and would like to get their Bars run and
reciprocate with another person. It of course, is not just for
the new people, it's for everyone who has done the Bars
Class.
Once the social distancing has been removed, or the ok has
been given by the WA government for hands-on work to be
allowed to start up again, we will then let you know.

___________________________________________________________________

Body Process Class
Who loves Body Processes? I have missed these more than the Bars over the last few
months. To run MTVSS and All the Rest with Holographic Mutations, or De-Molecular
when your body is a little tired, is such a luxury
to be able to run on yourself or others.
If you haven’t done any Body Processes, I would
tend to encourage you to give some processes a
go, even if only relaxes your body, no matter
what process they are.

These Body Processes are truly the magic it shows up to be.
1. Compensatory Drift - 8.30am -12.30pm
This process can help undo the compensatory drifts that allow the lies of powerlessness in
embodiment. Where we drift away from our power and survive only not thrive.
2. Elimination and Eradication of the Allergic Solidification of Reality Responses of Disagreement
and Curses – 1.30pm - 5.30pm
This process can help with Auto Immune System and Adrenal Problems (Rheumatoid Arthritis).
Time: 8.30am-12.30PM & 1.30pm-5.30pm
Venue: Queens Park WA

____________________________________
Facelift Gift & Receive
Covid19 Required to be lifted for this Class to go ahead.
Facelift Gift & Receive nights are also for those who have done the Facelift Class or who have done a 3
Day Body Class.
Such a nurturing process to gift someone! And fun
creating so much more ease for your body.
Same as Bars, once the social distancing has been
removed, or the ok has been given by the WA
government for hands-on work to be allowed to start
up again, we will then let you know.

____________________________________________________________________

Facelift Class 21st June 2020
PLEASE NOTE: This class will only go ahead, providing the social distancing has been removed.
All welcome,
Who would miss this one?
Like to join us? This Facelift Class is open to everyone as there are no pre-requisites.
The process that you get to learn to facilitate is delightful, nurturing and deliciously gentle on your face
and more potent than you may realise as a full body
treat.
We use energy and our hands, with none of the usual
needles, botox, etc, that other methods use. How
exciting is this? If you have 20 facelifts done on you in
regular succession, it tends to become permanent. Why
not give this a go?

There are benefits - When you have completed this Facelift Class, you become a Facelift Practitioner,
meaning that you are then able to run these processes on friends or family and/or use it in a business and
be paid for the session. How does it get any better than this?
Cost is $300 AUD.
__________________________________________________________

Welcome to the the Class of Amazing Change -

"The BARS®"
PLEASE NOTE: Due to the present social distancing, this class will only go ahead if restrictions
have been lifted.

An Invitation, Facilitator: Linda Reeves CF
Details: https://www.accessconsciousness.com/lindareeves
The energy of the Bars changed my life. That will be 10 years ago in April 2010 until
now. After attending the Bars Class I received major changes and shifts in my body. I
hadn't been able to work for three years after an accident, and after 3 months of
running the Bars regularly, I was able to go
back and work 24-30 hour a week.
It created amazing change for me. So much so,
that I continued to attend more Access Classes
and by the end of that year, found myself at
Certified Facilitators Class.I told myself that I
was doing it for the healing only. When I
realised that I could facilitate Classes with ease, I chose to work and part time facilitate,
while having so much fun.
Only, when in mid 2011 my work dried up, I chose to go full time facilitating Access
Classes..... Bars & Foundation and later, added lots more Classes. So exciting seeing
people create possibilities they had never seen before and receiving the changes they
were looking for.
Children run Bars quicker that adults.
How fun is that? It only takes 1.25 hours to
run and is a little like a meditation, only,
from my experience, the Bars seem to go
much deeper to gift the theta state in such a
short time. Bars can be run for shorter times
on a few points, instead of all the 32 points
on the head and the person will still have release. I love the effect of getting off the
massage table and have an empty head and space of not running at 100 miles an hour,
plus.

It works on peeling away the limitations of points of view that we have operated on for
eons, and starts the release, allowing more ease as we run the Bars.
When I've had my Bars run, I have lots of ease and space, with no head chatter. I'm still.
How cool is that.
______________________________________________________-

How Many Excuses do you Have? – Clarity Night
What a great topic! Especially after what I’ve just experienced. Does anyone have that
going on and would like to let that go? What if we could get together and ask a shit load
of questions about this? ……… Who is up for this?
It will be two hours Online Zoom Call to
see what we can change. 7pm – 9pm. Just
for fun. Registration:

https://www.accessconsciousness.com/en/class-catalog/access-events/at-avenue/Clarity-Night_1221/

___________________________________________
Being Magic, Being You with Wendy Mulder |
Live in Perth and Online via Zoom
What is true for you feels light,
and what isn't feels heavy.
Which one lights you up - that
you are magic? or that you are
not?
Now... what will it take for you
to BE it?

Being You - A Weekend
Adventure - with Wendy
Mulder
PERTH, WA
Is living an adventure for you?
What would you like to create with
your living in the next 5, 10 years?
** Global Pricing Applies to this class. Local participants attending live pay
$1265AUD. Global pricing will show on the registration page once you are
logged in to your account.**
___________________________________________________________

Lots of Online Classes are coming up with Gary, Dain,
Simone, Brendon, Grace, & Shannon
Keep an eye out for these, as you may have more fun than you realise:
https://www.accessconsciousness.com/en/everything-from-home-april--may-edition/
From Dragons to Obesity and Choice of Possibilities to
Commitment and loads of other stuff from these guys
so keep a look out on the
https://www.accessconsciousness.com/en
Not to mention the NEW BOOK – “THE LADY”
https://www.accessconsciousness.com/en/shopcatalog/book/the-lady/

____________________________________________________________
What energy, Space & Consciousness, Choice, Magic, Miracles, Mysteries &
Possibilities can you and your bodies be that would allow us to create with the
earth, beyond this reality, with and as infinite possibilities with Ease, joy and
Glory?
ALL OF LIFE COMES TO ME WITH EASE, JOY AND GLORY®

